Job Title: Summer Internship at The Aerospace Corporation

Job Description: The Aerospace Corporation in El Segundo, CA has many intern positions available. The Digital Communication Implementation Department is looking for graduate and undergraduate students interested in either a full time or part time summer intern position. There are quite a few projects with open positions: characterization of high precision differential GPS receivers, implementation of software defined GPS receivers, a redesign of NOAA's HRIT/EMWIN software define satellite receivers, among others.

Job Requirements - Graduate or undergraduate student in electrical engineering or computer science.
- Experience with C, C++, Matlab, Simulink, Python
- Experience with GNUradio architectures is a plus.
- Please include your GPA and relevant course work in your resume
- Work Authorization (US Citizen or Green card) is required

To apply, please contact Esteban Valles (Esteban.L.Valles@aero.org or evalles@ee.ucla.edu)